
Annihilation – Jeff Vandermeer 

Describes the twelfth expedition to Area X, a 

region cut off from the continent for decades, by a 

group of intrepid women scientists who try to 

ignore the high mortality rates of those on the 

previous eleven missions. First in a series. 

 

Pure – Julianna Baggott 

In a post-apocalyptic world where those 

undamaged by the cataclysmic events are kept 

safely inside the Dome, a young girl on the 

outside teams up with a boy on the inside to 

search for his missing mother. First in a series. 

 

Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective Agency  

Douglas Adams 

There is a long tradition of Great Detectives, and 

Dirk Gently does not belong to it. But his search 

for a missing cat uncovers a ghost, a time 

traveler, and the devastating secret of humankind! 

Detective Gently's bill for saving the human race 

from extinction: no charge. 

 

Probability Moon – Nancy Kress 

When a new race of aliens stumbles upon the 

ancient star gates that make interstellar travel 

possible, humankind sends a team of scientists 

to study a newly discovered planet populated with 

an alien society in which everyone agrees on the 

truth. First in a series. 

 

Amped - Daniel H. Wilson 

In a world where technologically enhanced 

humans are governed by a strict set of conduct 

laws, twenty-nine-year-old Owen joins the ranks 

of a persecuted underclass that is planning to 

change, or destroy, the world. 

  

Starship Troopers – Robert A. Heinlein 

With Earth embroiled in a vast interplanetary war 

with the "Bugs," a young recruit in the Federal 

Reserves relates his experiences training in boot 

camp and as a junior officer in the Terran Mobile 

Infantry. 

The Margarets - Sheri S. Tepper 

On a future Earth from which human slaves are 

traded for desperately needed water supplies, a 

lonely Mars settler manifests multiple 

personalities that develop individual lives and 

talents that collaborate to protect the world from 

hostile alien races. 

 

 Into the Looking Glass - John Ringo 

Investigating a mammoth explosion that 

destroyed the University of Central Florida, 

physicist William Weaver and Navy SEAL Robert 

Miller discover demonic alien visitors intent on 

annihilating all life on Earth. 

 

Oryx and Crake – Margaret Atwood 

A novel of the future explores a world that has 

been devastated by ecological and scientific 

disasters. 

 

Other authors you might enjoy: 

 

Kevin J. Anderson >  Poul Anderson 

Isaac Asimov >  Kage Baker  >  Iain M. Banks  

Steven Baxter  >  Greg Bear  

Gregory Benford  >  Ben Bova  

Ray Bradbury  >  Lois McMasters Bujold 

Orson Scott Card  >  C.J. Cherryh 

Philip K. Dick  >  Philip Jose Farmer  

Alan Dean Foster  >  L. Ron Hubbard 

Julian May  >  Anne McCaffrey 

Elizabeth Moon  >  Larry Niven  >  Andre Norton 

Frederik Pohl  >  Kim Stanley Robinson 

Fred Saberhagen  >  Robert Silverberg  

Neal Stephenson  >  S.M. Stirling  

Harry Turtledove  >  Jules Verne  

H.G. Wells  >  Gene Wolfe 

Timothy Zahn  >  Roger Zelazny 
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Space: the final frontier. These are the 

voyages by various authors. Their 

continuing mission: to explore strange 

new worlds, to seek out new life and 

new civilizations, and to boldly go 

where no one has gone before.  
  

Science fiction is a genre that probes 

how science affects our civilization. 

Common themes are futuristic settings 

and advances in technology. 
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Sunrise Alley - Catherine Asaro 

When research scientist Samantha Bryton comes 

to the aid of a stranger who washes up on the 

beach near her home, she is unaware that he is 

the result of an experiment conducted by Charon, 

a practitioner of illegal robotics and android 

research. 

  

Kiln People - David Brin 

In a dangerous & decadent future world in which 

disposable human duplicates fulfill every wish of 

their degenerate masters, brash investigator 

Albert Morris ventures into a shadowy world in 

search of a revolutionary discovery that could 

transform humankind forever. 

 

 Event - David Lynn Golemon 

When a UFO crashes, leaving two survivors - 

one, a being sent to assist humankind, and the 

other, whose goal is the total extinction of life on 

Earth - Major Jack Collins and the top-secret 

Event Group must stop the “Destroyer of 

Worlds.” First in a series. 

 

Hitchers - Will McIntosh 

After a terrorist attack in Atlanta kills 500,000 

people and causes the dead to possess many of 

the survivors, Finn Darby must surmount his own 

ghostly “Hitcher”-his dead abusive grandfather- if 

he is going to find a way to send the dead back to 

where they came from. 

 

Dune - Frank Herbert 

Opposing forces struggle for control of the 

universe when the archenemy of the cosmic 

emperor is banished to a barren world where 

savages fight for water. 

 

A Princess of Mars - Edgar Rice Burroughs 

A Virginia gentleman finds himself transported 

from Civil War-era America to Mars, where he 

plots, along with the lovely Princess of Theluim, 

to escape from his savage green captors. First in 

a series. 

 Haze - L.E. Modesitt 

Major Keir Roget, who is on a secret mission, 

must report back to the Federation about his 

findings on the world called Haze, but is not sure 

how much of the strange, yet oddly familiar alien 

culture he finds is truly a danger. 

  

 Cryptonomicon – Neal Stephenson 

More than 50 years after Lawrence Pritchard 

Waterhouse and Sergeant Bobby Shaftoe are 

assigned to Detachment 2702, a secret 

cryptographic mission, their grandchildren, Randy 

and Amy, join forces to create a "data haven" in 

the South Pacific, only to uncover a massive 

conspiracy with roots in Detachment 2702. 

 

Old Twentieth - Joe Haldeman 

Jacob confronts a dangerous sentient machine 

that has become obsessed with humanity when he 

investigates the mysterious deaths of passengers 

on the starship Aspera during the thousand-year 

journey to Beta Hydrii. 

  

Year Zero - Rob Reid 

After two aliens reveal that the whole universe is 

addicted to humanity’s music, has committed 

gross copyright violations, and is murderously 

unhappy with the resulting fines and penalties, 

entertainment lawyer Nick Carter has 48 hours to 

save the Earth. 

 

The Secret of Life - Paul McAuley 

In 2026, as a strange, fungus-like organism 

containing alien DNA begins to grow in the 

ocean, threatening Earth’s entire food chain, Dr. 

Mariella Anders is recruited by NASA to join an 

expedition to the planet Mars to uncover the 

secret of the lifeform. 

 

 The Apocalypse Troll - David Weber 

After watching a cataclysmic battle between 

UFOs and the U.S. navy, pleasure boater 

Richard Ashton picks up a downed alien pilot 

who looks just like a beautiful human woman. 

The Martian – Andy Weir 

Stranded on Mars by a dust storm that 

compromised his space suit and forced his crew 

to leave him behind, astronaut Watney struggles 

to survive in spite of minimal supplies and harsh 

environmental challenges that test his ingenuity in 

unique ways. 

 

 The Light of Other Days - Arthur C. Clarke 

A breakthrough in quantum physics allows all 

human beings to spy on each other and to look 

back into the past, but the human race may not be 

ready to handle all the ramifications of the 

scientific innovation. 

 

 Redshirts - John Scalzi 

Enjoying his assignment with the Xenobiology lab 

on board the prestigious Intrepid, ensign Andrew 

Dahl worries about casualties suffered by low-

ranking officers during away missions before 

making a shocking discovery about the starship’s 

actual purpose. 

  

Immobility - Brian Evenson 

A post-apocalyptic thriller follows the 

experiences of a man who wakes up paralyzed 

with no memory of his life and who is urged by 

people who say they know him to reclaim a critical 

object and return to a frozen state before time 

runs out. 

   

The Chemistry of Tears - Peter Carey 

Forced to hide her grief when her lover dies 

unexpectedly, museum curator Catherine Gehrig 

works in solitude to restore a 19th-century 

automaton and finds comfort in the journals of its 

adventurous commissioner. 

 

Triggers - Robert J. Sawyer 

When an experimental memory-modification 

device goes awry and affects the president of the 

United States, the race is on to determine if 

someone has obtained the president’s memories, 

including secret military plans. 


